
Your safety at Marel
When it comes to safety, you probably think of physical safety immediately. But a safe working environment is more than that. It is also about a safe working atmosphere 
in which you feel accepted and appreciated. You can only continue to work if you feel (socially) safe. Try to reflect on this regularly, especially in this time when the old 
actions are slowly returning. That can sometimes feel uncomfortable. How safe do you feel in the new normal?

Upcoming events

Send your colleague a postcard
You may have seen our card mills at the coffee corners. You can take 
these cards with you for free and send them to your colleagues as a 
thank you, to congratulate them, to compliment them and much more! 
Do you want to send the card to the home address and is it a surprise 
for your colleague? Then hand in the card to HR and they will make 
sure that it is delivered. 

Are you following ‘Life af Marel’ on instagram?
How nice to see how our colleagues around the world are doing! An Instagram- 
account was set up for all Marel employees: Life at Marel. Here you can share your 
finest moments at Marel with everyone. Don’t forget to tag @lifeatmarel or use 
#TeamMarel!

Hand safety
Our hands are the primary mechanism by whcih we perform most of our physical work. What 
is you can no longer use one or both hands 100%? That is why the global HSE is focussing on 
hand safety this quarter. Have you seen the posters?

Safe together

Back to the office!
With the current guidelines Marel tries to offer each employee the possibility to work in the 
office at least 1 day a week. With the 20% occupancy everybody can work on location in  
a safe and responsible way. However, there are still a number of 
rules, and the workplace changed compared to 1,5 years ago. 
On www.marelsamensterk.nl you will find all information about 
the applicable rules at the office. Download a map with all walking 
routes and the maximum capacity of meeting rooms via the QR 
code.
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sun. 29th of AugustSea fishing

With sufficient enthusiasm and subject to Covid, O&O can go fishing again this year.  
The personal contribution is €35,-. More information will follow on intranet. 

7 Habits workshop

The 7 habits workshops will also be restarted in September. The workshops are given in 
Dutch, English and German. You can sign up via Workday Learning.

Walk around the globe

Safety training

After summer Marel is organizing a worldwide charity event for the international red cross, 
where we walk around the world together. Keep an eye on the intranet for more information. 

This fall, the global HSE community will launch a safety training for all Marel employees.  
This will be a hybrid form for manufacturing employees, others can follow the training as 
e-learning via Workday Learning. 
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